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Hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection is a major cause of chronic liver

disease, including liver cirrhosis, liver failure and hepatocellular

carcinoma (HCC) — the second leading and fastest rising cause

of cancer death world-wide. While de novo infection can be

efficiently prevented by vaccination and chronic infection can

be controlled using antivirals targeting the viral polymerase, the

development of efficient antiviral strategies to eliminate the virus

and thus to cure infection remains a key unmet medical need.

The recent progress in the development of robust infectious

HBV cell culture models now enables the investigation of the full

viral life cycle, including a more detailed study of the molecular

mechanisms of virus–host interactions responsible for viral

persistence. The understanding of these virus–host interactions

will be instrumental for the development of curative treatments.

Host-dependency factors have recently emerged as promising

candidates to treat and prevent infection by various pathogens.

This review focuses on the potential of host-targeting agents

(HTAs) as novel antivirals to treat and cure HBV infection. These

include HTAs that inhibit de novo and re-infection, synthesis and

spread of cccDNA as well as development of immune-based

approaches eliminating or curing infected hepatocytes,

including the eradication of viral cccDNA.
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Clinical impact of chronic hepatitis B
Hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection is a major cause of

chronic liver disease, including liver cirrhosis, liver failure

and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) — the second leading

and fastest rising cause of cancer death world-wide [1–4]. In

spite of the existence of a vaccine, an estimated 2 billion

people have evidence of exposure to HBV and approxi-

mately 350 million people are chronically infected with

HBV worldwide [4]. Because of limited access to vaccina-

tion, the high efficiency of vertical transmission and the

lack of curative treatment, the prevalence of HBV infection

has remained virtually unchanged. HBV-infected patients

have an approximately 100-fold increased risk for HCC

compared to uninfected patients [5]. Although early-stage

tumors can be curatively treated with surgical approaches,

efficient treatment options for advanced HCC are limited

or absent. Efficient treatment strategies to cure chronic

hepatitis B (CHB) are thus greatly needed [6]. A key

challenge in the management of CHB patients is the

absence of efficient strategies to cure infection. Current

treatment approaches can suppress viral replication but

have no meaningful ability to cure CHB patients [4,7].

The standard of care consists of one of the nucleos(t)ide

analogs (NUCs), which include tenofovir and entecavir, or

pegylated interferon (IFN)-a-2a. The goal of current treat-

ment(s) is to suppress HBV replication and to limit disease

progression [4,8]. In contrast to NUCs, IFN-a can occa-

sionally produce a durable anti-hepatitis B surface (HBs)

seroconversion, but its adverse effect profile limits its

widespread use [4,8,9]. Although NUCs reduce progression

of the disease, viral cure is not achievable with these agents,

which must be administered life-long [7]. The long-term

safety of sustained NUC therapy is unknown, with renal

failure and bone loss emerging as potential safety concerns.

Although NUCs with a high barrier to resistance have been

introduced, drug resistant variants can also evolve during

long-term treatment and cross-resistance to other NUCs

represents a potential challenge for current therapies [10].

Thus, the development of efficient antiviral strategies to

eliminate HBV and thus cure infection remains a key

unmet medical need [6]. Notably, while 90% of acutely

infected adults resolve HBV infection via strong and multi-

specific T cell responses that eliminate infected cells by

both cytolytic and non-cytolytic means [1,11,12], persistent

infection is common amongst immune compromised

patients or those who acquired their infection via perinatal

transmission [1,13,14], highlighting the pivotal role of the

vigor and breadth of the host immune response in resolving

HBV infection.
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Unique features of the HBV lifecycle are
responsible for the limited efficacy of
therapies to cure infection
HBV is a hepatotropic DNA virus comprised of an outer

envelope, which incorporates three HBs antigens

(HBsAg) and an internal core or nucleocapsid that con-

tains the hepatitis B core antigen (HBcAg) [13,15–17].

The genome in infectious virions is a 3.2 kb relaxed

circular (RC) DNA in which one strand is covalently

linked to the viral polymerase. Upon infection, the nu-

cleocapsid is released into the cytoplasm and the genome

is transferred to the nucleus where it is converted into

cccDNA, the template for all viral transcripts, including

the pregenomic (pg) RNA. Following export to the cyto-

plasm, the viral RNAs are translated and the pgRNA is

reverse transcribed into new RC-DNA [18]. The cccDNA

persists in the nucleus and is a major determinant of the

slow HBV clearance kinetics [3,11,19]. Antiviral NUC

therapy neither prevents the initial formation of cccDNA

nor does it induce its eradication. Indeed, a few cccDNA

copies per liver can reactivate full virus production upon

therapy withdrawal. As a consequence, viral relapse is

regularly observed after cessation of NUC therapy [4].

Thus, treatment with novel antivirals with different

mechanisms of action will be necessary to clear estab-

lished HBV infection (Figure 1). Given the unique HBV
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Figure 1
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Host-dependency factors of the HBV life cycle as antiviral targets. Model of the HBV life cycle and suggested mechanisms of action for host-

targeting agents. APOBEC3B: apolipoprotein B mRNA editing enzyme, catalytic polypeptide-Like 3B; cccDNA: covalently closed circular DNA;

cIAPS: cellular inhibitor of apoptosis proteins; EGCG: (�)-epigallocatechin-3-gallate; GS9620: TLR7 agonist; HSPG: heparan sulfate proteoglycan;

LTbR: lymphotoxin-b receptor; NTCP: sodium taurocholate co-transporting polypeptide; NUCs: nucleoside analogs; P: HBV polymerase; pgRNA:

pregenomic RNA; RC-DNA: relaxed-circular DNA; TDP2: tyrosyl-DNA-phosphodiesterase 2; TNF: tumor necrosis factor. Host-targeting agents are

shown in red, direct-acting antivirals (NUCs) in black.
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